
BEYOND EFFICIENCY: A COMMENT
Roger Pilon

The role of the critic is always enjoyable when it affords an oppor-
tunity to set the record straight. I am afraid, however, that no such
opportunity is afforded here, for Professor Wagner has himself’ set
the record very straight indeed. He has written an excellent paper,
exploding any number of all-hut-sacred myths that have surrounded
the American Social Security experiment from the start. His discus-
sion, for example, of the ultimate impossibility of efficient public
funding, due to the absence of the requisite knowledge and incen-
tive, is especially illuminating, And his arguments against even pri-
vate fisnding, when it is made compulsory, are nothing if not refreshing.

Accordingly, because I find so little in this paper tocriticize, I shall
understand my assignment as affording an opportunity rather more
to build upon Professor Wagner’s arguments than to criticize them.
In particular, I want to by to draw out a few ofthe normative features
of the critique of Social Security that Professor Wagner has only
touched upon, which will enable inc to sharpen somewhat the dis-
tinction between these normative features and the efficiency or eco-
nomic features of the eiitique that constitute the core of his argument.

Before I begin, however, I need to dissociate the adnnnistration I
serve from anything I say here. I feel a little like David Hume in
this, when he argued, before a group of his philosophical colleagues,
that causality is a contingent, not a necessary feature of the world,
and that just because a man Ihlling out of a window fell downward
on every previous occasion, it did not follow, with logical necessity,
that he would fall downward on the next occasion. At that, one of
Flume’s colleagues is said to have pointed to the window, inviting
the philosopher to leap, whereupon Hume replied: “But I distin-
guish my philosophical fiom my practical life.” In that spirit, the
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views I express here are my own, not necessarily those of the Reagan
administration or the Office of Personnel Management. Any congru-
ence between the two should be seen, therefore, as coincidental—
albeit a happy coincidence, I should add.

Turning then to ProfessorWagner’s discussion, lie begins by dis—
tinguishiug between the insurance and the welfare elements in the
Social Security program, after which he explores, at considerable
length, sonic of the central properties of collective and private alter-
natives fbr the provision of the retirement insurance component.
Although he does not say so in so many words, he concludes with
the disarmingly radical proposal—radical in contrast to the conven-
tional wisdom—that we eliminate the compulsory insurance element
of Social Secu-ity—whether piivate or public—and permit instead
whatever voluntary, private arrangements might arise; for nothing
but a voluntary, private arrangement would he efficient or, as he
notes in his final remarks, would yield personal characteristics con-
ducive to a liberal society. Once again, I entirely agree with Professor
Wagner’s conclusions and with his cogent arguments in support of
them. What I want to add is simply this, that not only would a
voluntary, private arrangement he more efficient than any alternative
arrangement, hut nothing hut a voluntary, private arrangement would
he just, would respect the rights of individuals to freely provide for
their own security, to provide for the security of others—or, indeed,
to refrain from so doing, if that is what they chose.

On two fundamentally different grounds, then, from considerations
of economic efficiency as well as from a consideration of moral rights,
the Social Security program is flawed. First, as Professor Wagner and
many others have made clear, the system is a monumentally ineffi-
cient and, indeed, a failing program for addressing the problem of
financial security in retirement. Second, even if it were the very
model of economic efficiency, by virtue of its elements of forced
association and transfer, the system violates fundamental rights of
property, association, and contract and so is unjust.

These conclusions from ethics are rather easier to state, of course,
than they are to defend. Certainly in the scope of this comment I will
he able to do little more than make a few points related to their
defense. In order to do even that, however, it would be well first to
return to Professor Wagner’s paper by way of further sharpening the
distinction I have just drawn. In particular, I want to try to elucidate
the following point: That while there are moral or evaluative impli-
cations of the efficiency considerations Professor Wagner focuses
upon—moral implications that properly operate in the political
decision-making context—these value issues should be clearly dis-
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tinguished fiom the rights issues I have just mentioned. Rights and
values are not the same kinds of moral notions: Most particularly,
rights are not .simpJy values or interests that rise to a certain level of
importance, at which point they become rights. Indeed, we hold
rights quite apart from whether we may or may not value the objects
of those rights.’

Returning then to Professor Wagner’s thesis, when he talks about
incentives for capital dissipation, or the likely effects should govern-
ment become the dominant supplier of funds in the credit markets,
or the tendency of the paternal state to corrode selfreliance, we
should notice precisely what it is he is doing. Strictly speaking, he
is not really trying to justify his conclusions. Rather, he is engaged
in an explanatory undertaking: Given certain incentives, that is, or
certain changes in incentives, he is explaining and predicting what
behavior or behavioral changes and what income and distributive
effects we are likely to see. Not that he is necessarily evaluatively
neutral about that behavior or those effects: Indeed, if put to the test,
I rather think I know where he would come out in any particular
case, in any particular value choice. But strictly speaking, asa positive
economist, he can stay above the moral fray; he need not succumb,

that is, to the Posnerian temptation to get right down there in the
wealth-maximization mud, hut instead can remain above it all, in a
kind of austere, Stiglerian splendor, telling the legislators “Here is
what you will get if you do what you propose to do; I am not here to
say whether what you will get is good or had; I am just telling you
what effects your proposed legislation is likely to produce.”2

In order to move from the explanatory to the justificatory mode,
then, Professor Wagner would have to start evaluating the ends and
means befbre him on sonic evaluative criteiion. Again, as a careful
economist, what little of this he does is done rather more by impli-
cation than in any explicit way. He observes, for example, that pay-
as-you-go systems actually reduce security. Or he speaks ofthe socially
wasteful effects of even compulsory private annuities and of the
transfers such annuities would entail, leaving it to us to infer that he

is not in favor of reduced security or social waste or transfers, Such
inferences, however, are no part of his explanatory work as a positive
economist. Indeed, there are economists who support certain measures

‘See H. L. A. Hart, ‘‘Are There Army Natural Rights?’’ Philosophical Review 64 (April
1955): 186.
2
See Richard Posner, ‘‘Utilitarianism, Eeononiics, and Legal Theory,” Journal ofLegal

Studie.s 8 (January 1979):1o3—4o. I have criticized these views in my article ‘‘On Moral
and Legal Justification,’’ Southwestern Uoieer.vitmi Law Review 11, no.4(1979): 1334—
38.
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precisely because they entail their favored sorts of transfers, not-
withstanding the implications of such measures for social wealth.

Where those justificatory arguments do come to the fore, of course,
is in the political decision-making context. Legislators in particular
will make explicit their taste or distaste for such consequences as
Professor Wagner has pointed to. More precisely, when legislators
attempt to justify particular enactments, they will do so in one or
both of two ways: They will point to the ends or consequences the

legislation seeks to bring about; or they will point to the process by
which the legislation was enacted. Thus, they might point to the
need (hr universal financial security for the retired by way ofjusti-
fying compulsory private annuities, valuing this end more highly
than they disvalue the attendant transfers and social waste. Or they
might point to the democratic process by which such a tradeoff was
detennined. In the first case they would justify their policy or pro-
gram by reference to the consequences or net good the policy or
program was expected to yield. This would he a consequentialist
justification, based upon the values they placed upon the various
consequences of the policy or program. In the second case, they
would justify their policy or program by reference to the process by
which it caine about—presuming, by implication, the Nozickian insight
that just processes yield just results.3 This, then, would be a rights—
based justification.

Now against these kinds of justificatory claims, rejoinders from
considerations of economic efficiency will not avail, For the issue is
not, as with the straightfhrward Social Security case, that the stated
ends of the legislatw-e will not be achieved by the legislative means
chosen, which the economist can easily demonstrate. Rather, the
stated end, universal fiuancial security for the retired, wilt he achieved
by compulsory private annuities, albeit not by the most efficient or
just means. In order to achieve their objective, that is, the legislators

have simply elected a less efficient and just policy than they other-
wise might have (lone.

If we are to show, then, that compulsory private annuities are
unjustified—or indeed that any enactment that entails forced trans-
fers and hence takings of liberty and property are unjustified—it will
not do to proceed from considerations of consequences, including

economic efficiency as but one among many such consequences. For
the legislature, in the case at hand, has already done its consequen-
tialist calculation and has decided against efficiency as the dominant

~Sec Robert Nozick, Aoa,chi~,State, and Utopio (New York: Basic Books, 1974),
pp. 149—60.
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consideration. What we need to do instead, then, is leave the con-
sequentialist mode of’justification altogether—which has been fraught
with insurmountable difficulties since Bentham first set about the
development ofa utilitarian calculus—and turn instead to the rights-
based, process mode ofjustification as sketched by Locke, as under-
stood intuitively by Jefferson, and as developed more frilly by Kant
and, more recently, by Nozick and other contemporary philosophers.’1

Continuing, fir example, with the case before us—namely, a stat-
ute compelling private annuities—an indirect rights—based rejoinder
might begin by going straight to the political jugular, to the political
decision-making process itself, including the democratic decision-
making process. Now heibre I inveigh against so hallowed an insti-
tution as democracy, let inc try to avail myself of what protection I
can find in the observation that I follow a long tradition here, stem-
ming at least from Platoand Aristotle, although the arguments I will
barely be able to mention are of substantially more recent vintage.
There are first the arguments from decision theory that show that
rarely if ever do we get majoritarian preferences font majoritarian
processes.5 So compelling are these arguments that they simply cut
the factual floor out from under the democratic assumptions. But
even if the majoritarian process did yield majoritarian preferences,
absent sonic primordial unanimous consent, which has ever been a
myth, much less a consent that hinds heirs, that process can hardly
address the fundamental question of political theory: By what right
does one man have authority over another?6 So compelling are the
moral arguments from theoretical anarchism, that is, that not even
the recent and brilliant work of Nozick has succeeded in overcoming
them.7 Not that I am calling for anarchism, mind you. With Hume,
again, I distinguish my philosophical from my practical life—and, I
nught add, from niy political life. But I do mean to point to the
fundamental air of illegitimacy that has ever surrounded the collec-
tivist engine, whether driven by a majoritarian or by any other pref-
erence save unanimity. And I would hope that an appreciation of that

‘See, e.g., Alass Gewirth, Reason and Moralit
1
j (Chicago: Uoiversity of Chicago Press,

1978); Alan Donagan, The Tlseor,, of Morolity (Chicago: University of Clsicago Press,
1977); Charles Fried, Right and Wrong (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1978).
3
See william n. Rikc r, ‘‘Implications from the Disequilil,rium of M,~~orityRuIc 6, r the

Study of Institutions,’’ American Political Science Reciew 74 (1980): 432—46.
5
Sae Robert Paul w0w; In Defense ofAnarchism (New York: Harper & Row, 1970).

‘See Noziek, part 1.1 save criticized these argisments in “A Theory of Rights: Towarrl
Limited Government’’ (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1979), chap. 4.
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air of illegitimacy might serve as a brake upon state action—and in

particular upon trying to do good through state action.
But what, after all, is the Social Security program if not just that—

an attempt to do good through state action P Like nsost other legisla-
tive measures—certainly most 20th-century measures—it joins mdi—
viduals, many of them unwilling participants, in the collective pur-
slut of some ‘‘social good.’’ In so doing, it violates the fundansental
rights of property, liberty, and association of the unwilling partici-

pants. The direct rights—based rejoinder, then, proceeds not sisnply
from a dispositive critique of the democratic process hut from the
affirmative theory of individual rights. It is a long and detailed under-
taking of many parts, aimed ultimately at supplying the justifleatory
foundations for the conclusions set forth in the Declaration of Inde-
pendence and the Bill of Rights, and ainied as well at dispatching
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s ‘‘second Bill of Rights’’—his ‘‘security
rights,’’ so called.5 For if the classical rights of individual liberty and
private property are justified, they allow no room for these ‘‘security
rights,’’ except insofitr as such rights are created through voluntary
processes, which alone are consistent with rights of liberty and prop-
erty. Once again, however, none of this affirmative theory can be
dleveloped here.°

In stunsnary, then, Professor Wagner’s paper has set forth a number
of important arguments aimed at demonstrating the untenability not
simply of the Social Security program hut of any conspulsory retire-
ment security program. In the end, however, his argusnents depend
upon a certain ordering of preferences, a certain value structure,
which many of us may share, but which many legislators may not.
Accordingly, his argunsents need to be buttressed by further argu-
ments, taken not from the theory of value, whether economic or
moral, but from the classical theory of rights. And those arguments
need to be directed not to the legislature hut to the courts.

5
Scc Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s message to Congress, January 11, 1944, and his

Chicago speech, October 28, 1944, cited by Edward S. Corwiss, Liberty Against Coc—
cr55men t (Baton Rouge, La.: Loss is i as s,s State Uni yersi ty Ps’ess, 1948), pp. 4—5,
9
For a fsiller cliscis ss ins, ni this theory, see say artkles mentinssed above as well as the

lollowing: ‘‘Ordering Rights Consistently: Or What We Do asmd Do Not Have Rights
To,’’ Georgia lAs sc Res:ierc 13 (5 isnimer 1979): 1171—96; ‘‘Corporations isssd Rights: On
Treating Corporate People Justly,’’ Georgia Law Recie Ic 13 (Sismnmer 1979): 1245—
1370; ‘‘On the Foossdati,s,ss of jissticc,’’ Intercollegiate Reciew 17 (Fall/Wirster 1981):
3—14; ‘‘Capitalism and Rights: An Essay Toward Fine Tuning the Moral Foundations
of the Free Society,’’ Jourssal of RsssissessEtlsics 1 (Febrisary 1982): 29—42; ‘‘Property
Rights, Takings, assd a Free Society,’ Harcard Journal of Law a,sd Psshlic Policy 6
(Summer l983):165—95,
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